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Our Team
Project Leads

Shen
Project Lead, Entrepreneur, Executive Relations,
XRPL Advisor

Liam
Front-End Developer, UI/UX Designer

I am an enthusiast of all things blockchain, and spend my time looking at
Here at StaykX I run the front end development. With a history
ways to use and improve Web3 technology. Co-founder of XscapeNFT on the
in design and passion for the arts, I have embedded my
XRPL and formerly Community Manager for THORSwap & THORChads on
creativity into this project.
THORChain, I have completely immersed myself in a variety of blockchain
technology, and I'm always looking for ways to combine the technology
Founding OnChain Whales started this journey to bring
around me. I also advise XRPL projects to help grow and develop other
creative approaches to projects on the XRP Ledger. Staykx was
projects and show off the amazing capabilities of the XRP Ledger.
created in a bout of great minds coming together and
designing a revolutionary platform. I look forward to bringing
StaykX is a project I've become very proud of, and I cannot wait to help bring
you StaykX
the incredible DeFi mechanisms of stayking to the XRPL. Stayking is
something that I am very passionate about, and I plan on making StaykX the
center of a new era of multi-token Soft-Stayking on the XRPL.
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Our Team
Developers

Josh

Steve

XRPL, Entrepreneur, Driven

XRPL, JS, Databases

Doctor in training by day, XRPL developer by night. I have always
had a passion for problem solving, and coding filled this desire
perfectly! With this, I mixed in a little bit of crypto, added a
healthy serve of teamwork, and worked as an original creator of
OnChain Whales.

I am a tinkerer at heart, with 13+ years in the IT industry
with a focus on software applications and problem
solving. Over this time I have learnt a number of coding
languages which eventually lead me to develop on the
XRPL for XBlades.

Our passions, for the community of the XRPL, united the forces
behind Xscape and OnChain Whales. Together, we have created
StaykX, the product you will all benefit from today. My work is
centred around developing the Stayking protocol and will
continue to expand with the project.

I am keen to make StaykX a platform which can onboard
any token on the XRPL our team approves. And provide
an easy-to-use interface for anyone that chooses to
stayk with Staykx.

Our Team
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Marketing/PR

Jordy

Daniel

PR Director

Accountant, Problem Solver

When you call, I answer. After years in the front line
interacting with Customers through various jobs, I have the
skillset and experience to work with the community towards a
desired goal. I’ll be creating and maintaining most of the
Social Media Platforms while also having an important input
on Marketing and Communication.

I’ve invested countless hours into crypto and my passion for it is always
at an all-time high. Coming from being the co-founder of XscapeNFT, to
also now being on the team behind StaykX is a dream come true. I
believe this team has a strong overlap of interests, and we intend on
pioneering and expanding the crypto universe for the foreseeable
future.

I look forward to being a part of this amazing project called
StaykX and hope that my input can really make a difference.
My Messages will always be open and I plan to answer any
and all questions to the best of my ability.

I think StaykX as a whole is something that’s unique, and shows that we
are capable even with our relatively young members. Our team works
well together and we naturally found our own roles for the project, so I
will be the head of marketing given the experience I’ve had watching the
XRPL community grow and evolve over time, and hosting events from
within my own projects discord.

Mission & Vision Statements
Mission

StaykX’s mission is to provide a staking solution
for the entire XRPL. StaykX will create a platform
where users can stayk a variety of their tokens, as
well as participating in various events and joining
an exclusive community. We will work with
projects all across the XRPL to provide stayking
solutions for their communities using the StaykX
platform and technology. Our goal is to be the
first platform to bring stayking to the XRPL and
become the go-to Soft-Stayking solution for every
XRPL project.
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Vision

The vision of StaykX is to become the main hub for stayking on the
XRPL. We aim to provide a platform for not only Xscape and the
OnChain Whales communities to stayk their tokens, but a variety of
communities across the entire XRPL. Staking has proven to be one of
the most popular DeFi mechanisms across most other blockchains,
we plan on bringing that to the XRPL and provide our stayking
solution to a variety of other XRPL projects who want to provide
stayking opportunities for their communities.
We aim to create a user-friendly platform that not only provides
stayking rewards in a variety of XRPL tokens, but is a source for
information and events on the XRPL. We are a passionate team of
XRPL developers & creators, that are striving to build a strong
community of like-minded XRPL users, all through the love of
stayking and earning passive XRPL rewards.

What is StaykX?
StaykX is a platform created by the XscapeNFT and OnChain Whales teams, with the objective of being the
first ever multi-token Soft-Stayking platform on the XRPL. StaykX will have multiple stayking pools from
launch, with a project model that plans to only increase the number of pools available. As well as a variety of
staking opportunities for both XRPL projects and users, StaykX will also provide educational XRPL content,
curated by the StaykX team. We also plan on running various interactive events using StaykX staking pools,
especially targeted towards the Xscape & OnChain Whales communities.
StaykX solves one of the critical issues facing XRPL staking solutions right now. With the lack of Smart
Contracts or escrow features, users generally are required to send their tokens to a wallet they don't hold the
keys to on a centralised exchange. With StaykX your tokens never leave your wallet, ensuring absolute
security and authority over your tokens at all times.
We have created a system that allows us to onboard any XRPL project and create stayking pools on our
platform, rewarding either in their native token or $STX. StaykX is created to bring all the incredible elements
of staking on other blockchains to one hub on the XRPL, giving the entire ecosystem the chance to stayk and
passively earn from their XRPL tokens. We provide this to projects completely for free, requiring no payments
from onboarding projects when using their own token as rewards.
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Stayking

Pools

3.1

Stayking gives XRPL users the ability to passively earn a
variety of rewards through just holding their favourite
token.

The pools that will feature on StaykX
at launch will be

StaykX users will be able to stayk in various pools, passively earning
either the same token that is being stayked, or $STX. Rewards will be
distributed daily, and will be able to be viewed through the StaykX
website. For all those who hold XRPL tokens and want to passively earn
on their diamond hands, StaykX is for you.

Single-sided (asymmetrical) $OCW pool
Single-sided (asymmetrical) $XBLADE pool
Symmetrical $OCW & $XBLADE pool

In order to create a viable staking solution for the XRPL we had to adopt
what we call ‘soft-stayking’, this is due to no smart contracts being on
the XRPL. Using StaykX’s soft-stayking technology, we are constantly
reading user’s wallets to confirm the amount they are stayking and
earning rewards on. This means that unlike in other staking methods
using smart contracts, the tokens will ALWAYS stay in the user’s wallet.
Increasing the amount of security and peace of mind for the user,
knowing they always have full control over their tokens, even when
stayking.
StaykX will initially feature pools for stayking $OCW and $XBLADE, but
this is only the beginning, we aim to significantly grow the number of
stayking pools on StaykX as we onboard more of your favourite XRPL
projects.

These pools will all receive stayking rewards in $STX,
with the symmetrical pool earning double the amount of
rewards as the single-sided pools.
There will also be two additional pools that will only
exist for the first 3 months of StaykX, these will be:
Single-sided (asymmetrical) $STX pool
Single-sided (asymmetrical) $STX pool
These pools will receive stayking rewards in $OCW and
$XBLADE respectively.

3.1

3.2

Single-Sided vs
Symmetrical Stayking

Third Party Stayking Pools

There will be two different types of
stayking pools on StaykX, single-sided
(asymmetrical) and symmetrical.

When another XRPL project would like to provide stayking to
their community through the StaykX platform, they will have
two options

A single-sided pool requires only one token
to be stayked to earn rewards, whereas a
symmetrical pool requires two tokens, both
totals needing to be the same XRP value.
There will be a variety of pools using both
single-sided and symmetrical staking pools,
although the majority of permanent pools
will be symmetrical pools.

A) The project provides liquidity of their token to be used as
stayking rewards in their respective stayking pools.
B) Or, they will have the option to over the counter purchase a
supply of $STX to be used for the stayking rewards of their pool.
Depending on what the project chooses, will impact what the
stayking rewards of that pool are; although the pool will always
be a symmetrical pool using $STX as the pair. This means that
$STX will need to be used to stayk in ALL permanent new project
pools, adding to the utility of the token.
All projects onboarded onto the StaykX platform will go through
a verification process conducted by the StaykX team, in order to
assure the community that any new pools on StaykX are from
reputable projects.

Community
Community will be an important part of StaykX, we aim to build a community of like-minded XRPL creators,
builders and users who share a love of DeFI and improving the XRPL ecosystem. There will be a dedicated StaykX
Discord server in which we will release StaykX updates, as well as communicate directly with the community.
Members of the XscapeNFT and OnChain Whales Discords can expect to see similar styles and interactivity.
There will be XscapeNFT and OnChain Whales community events hosted through StaykX in the future, we aim to
create interactive community based events that use stayking through StaykX as the primary form of engagement,
thus rewarding participants as well.
We also plan on releasing a variety of XRPL and DeFi educational content curated by the StaykX team. This will be
accessible to anyone using the StaykX website, as we want StaykX to become a place where XRPL newcomers
can learn about the ecosystem and broaden their knowledge, as well as passively earning on their XRPL tokens.
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StaykX Roadmap
Q1 2022
- Launch StaykX website
- Launch StaykX Twitter & Discord
- Open $OCW & $XBLADE staking pools
- Open $STX stayking pools
- Launch TBA Pool 1 👀
- Launch TBA Pool 2 👀

Q2 2022
- Onboard and open stayking pools for other XRPL
projects
- Website improvements
- Partnerships Announcements
- Monitor and improve backend processes,
working towards an efficient distribution of
stayking rewards
- Improved Logging and statistics for StaykX Staff,
resulting in clear public communication and
statistics
- TBA Community Stayking & Competitive Events

Q3 2022
- Exchange listings
- Migrate to NFT(XLS-20D) stayking for
XBlades and OnChain Whales
- Continue to Onboard XRPL Projects for
additional Stayking Pools
- Begin Education and Community
Engagement Projects
- Develop Community Voting mechanism

StaykX ($STX) Tokenomics
We have chosen to mint all of our token requirements for the next 100
years now, so that our account can be blackholed, and our community
can have trust in our distribution method.
Total Supply: 100,000,000,000 (100 Billion)
Yearly Supply: 1,000,000,000 (1 Billion)
Daily Supply: 2,740,000 (2.74 Million)

Distribution
Distribution of STX Supply from our main Cold Storage Wallet will
occur at the end of the month (usually the last 2-3 days), in readiness
for the rewards required for the next months stayking pool.
This will transfer from Cold Storage Wallet to our Distribution Wallet
and then out to our designated wallets for the purposes described
below. The amount distributed will be 2,740,000 STX multiplied by
the amount of days in the next month.
For example, in the month of February there are 28 days, 28 x
2,740,000 is 76,720,000, for the month of February 76,720,000
would be sent to our distribution wallet to be divided from there.
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Over the Counter Sales

Tokenomics Continued

To elaborate on why we have chosen to do Over the Counter sales,
we thought it important that on boarding new projects did not directly
impact the price movements of STX. As such we have decided to
allocate part of our monthly tokenomics distribution to over the
counter sales while onboarding new projects which wish to reward in
STX.
We will work closely with projects to fit within their budget, as well as
provide appropriate stayking rewards to their pools over an agreed
upon time period.
Any XRP that StaykX receives from these OTC purchases will go
directly back into the running and development of StaykX. Costs will
include Development, Running Costs (server, XRPL node, website),
Business costs as well as upgrades to things like Artwork and
Graphics.

Left Overs

Left over STX will occur for a number of reasons. Primarily due to
unused or unsold tokens in the operational wallet. We have a plan to
reuse these in a way that will benefit both StaykX, and anyone using
the platform to stayk their tokens.

6.1

From the operational wallet we will apply the following mechanism. On a daily
basis 1% of the STX Holdings in the operational wallet will be burned or
recycled via other Tokenomics.
For example – If on X day we have 15,000,000 STX in the operations wallet, the
following would happen.
0.5% would be recycled - 0.5% being 75,000 STX. This 75,000 would go into the
"Daily Distributions" which then pushes the tokens through to the necessary
Tokenomics wallets automatically
0.5% would be burned - sending 75,000 STX back to the issuer and removing
them from circulation permanently

Token Drip Sell
Tokens will be sold via the operational and teams wallets on a drip sell
mechanism, this will provide XRP for the team to pay for services from the
operational wallet and salary from the Team wallet. This drip sell mechanism
only sells on positive price pressure and will never market sell.
This drip sell will only ever put in orders for 0.5% of the wallet holdings or less.

6.1

Stayking FAQs
How much of a token do I need to stayk it?
Our methodology works on an average over 7 days, so that people
who are consistently stayking are rewarded. We have a minimum
requirement that equals the XRP reserve (currently 2XRP), as an
average over these 7 days. If you are stayking on a symmetrical pool,
this requirement is doubled as it is in place for both tokens.

How many tokens will I receive for
Stayking? (APY)

Do I need to send my tokens to you to
stayk?

No! StaykX will never ask you to send us your tokens. Our "softstayking" technology reads your wallet contents, and works with the
percentage based allocation for STX you have chosen via the website.

How many StaykX pools can I particpate
in?

Like many other staking platforms our rewards are based on the size
of the pool. Depending on the amount of staykers and how much they
are adding to the pool, you will receive a % of the static daily rewards.
These rewards will be chosen by teams who onboard through our
platform.
We are working to add an estimated APY statistic to our pools via our
website, this will be based on rewards distributed the day before.

As many as you like! As we build our website, more options for pools
will become available, we will never limit you to a number of pools.
However it might be wise to allocate your STX to pools where you
hold the most tokens!

When will I receive rewards?

On Launch the only Symmetrical pool will be OCW/XBlades - as we
launch additional pools, you will have to allocate your STX based on
which pools you want to participate in. This will be done via our
website and require you to sign a transaction with Xumm. This will be
percentage based, so you can set it and forget it!

Rewards are distributed daily. The time is variable within a certain
window to attempt to avoid dumping. As above, ensure you meet the
minimum amount required over the past 7 days. That is 2 XRP worth
of stayked tokens for Single sided pools for a week or 14 XRP worth
on the first day, and double for Symmetrical pools.

How is my STX split between
Symmetrical pools?
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Legal Disclaimer & Risks
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StaykX officials feel it is their obligation to inform all current and future STX investors of the accompanying risks involved for users when
spending money on blockchain technology. Holding $STX or any other form of tradable asset represents an understanding that while it is
possible to see unprecedented gains within these ecosystems, there are considerable risks which can result in uncontrollable losses. These
risks include, but are not limited to:
Policy risk: Constantly changing political and regulatory trends may lead to significant price volatility.
Transaction risk: The behaviour of traders on the secondary market will always have an influence on the price of tradable assets. The
volatility attributed to secondary markets for currencies that utilise blockchain technology can drastically affect the value of tradable assets.
Technical risk: Blockchain technology is a rapidly developing technological field. With the XRPL in a state of rapid development and growth,
this dynamic environment may lead to many unforeseen technological issues, challenges and disruptive trends. All of which may influence the
value of tradable assets like $STX and other future StaykX projects.
Operational risk: All operations carry inherent risks on a multitude of factors, although the team at StaykX are driven and very capable of
achieving their goals, issues within operations need to be considered when evaluating risk. Operational risks may influence the success of the
project and/or the value of the operation’s tradable assets.
We are very excited to be kicking off the first of many planned projects and building our community, however, we expect our community and
$STX holders to understand and acknowledge the risks associated with blockchain technology. We hope that buyers will do their own
research and in-depth analysis before committing to our project. *Please note that all information within this document is subject to change
and/or alteration if required, this document is not a guarantee*

